We consider b → sγ decays in the Left-Right Symmetric Model. We show that the combined analysis of the branching ratio of the inclusive b → sγ decay, the Λ polarization in Λ b → Λγ decay and the mixing-induced CP Asymmetry in B d,s → M 0 γ decays can be best used to determine the W L − W R mixing parameters, i.e., a real mixing angle ζ and a phase α, and so to test manifest left-right symmetry scenario. * kim@kimcs.yonsei.ac.kr,
I. INTRODUCTION
The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) [1] based upon the electroweak gauge group SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) represents well-known extensions of the Standard Model (SM), and can lead to interesting new physics effects in the B system [2, 3] . Due to the extended gauge structure there are both new neutral and charged gauge bosons, Z R and W R , as well as a right-handed gauge coupling, g R . After symmetry breaking the charged W R mixes with W L of the SM to form the mass eigenstates W 1,2 with eigenvalues M 1,2 and this mixing is described by two parameters: a real mixing angle ζ and a phase α, 
In this model the charged current interactions of the right-handed quarks are governed by a right-handed CKM matrix, V R , which , in principle, need not be related to its left-handed counterpart V L .
Here we examine the possibility of using the rare decays b → sγ as a new tool in exploring the parameter space of the LRSM. We assume manifest left-right symmetry, that is V R = V L and κ ≡ g R /g L = 1, and ignore the contributions from W ± 2 and charged physical scalars. Then only two new physics parameters, ζ and α, remain.
The effective Hamiltonian of b → sγ decay in the LRSM, after ignoring m s , is given by
where
In our case, the magnetic moment operator coefficients in terms of ζ and α are given by
with η = α s The decay rate for inclusive b → sγ decay is given by
It is common practice to normalize this radiative partial width to the semileptonic rate
where f (x) = 1 − 8x 2 − 24x 4 ln x + 8x 6 − x 8 represents a phase space factor, and the function g(x) encodes next-to-leading order strong interaction effects [4] . In terms of the ratio R,
the b → sγ branching fraction is obtained by
In Eqs. (8, 9) , we neglected the 1/m 2 b corrections. For BR(b → sγ), we also use the present experimental value [5] of the branching fraction for B → X s γ decay,
One way to access the chiral structure is to consider the decay of baryons. From the experimental side the decay Λ b → Λγ is a good candidate, since the subsequent Λ decay Λ → pπ is self analyzing [6] . The expected branching ratio is of order 10 −5 and should be measurable at future hadronic B factories, HERA-B, BTeV and LHC-B. The chiral structure can be studied by measuring the polarization of Λ, via the angular distribution,
and θ is the angle between the direction of the momentum of Λ in the rest frame of Λ b and the direction of the Λ polarization in the Λ rest frame.
Next, we consider the mixing-induced CP asymmetry for B d,s → M 0 γ decays [7] . Here M 0 is any hadronic self-conjugate state, with CP eigenvalue ξ = ±1. The decay amplitudes are denoted by
Here the parameter ψ gives the relative amount of left-polarized photons compared to rightpolarized photons inB d,s decays, and φ L,R are CP-odd weak phases. Using the time dependent rates Γ(t) andΓ(t) for B d,s → M 0 γ andB d,s → M 0 γ respectively, one finds a time-dependent CP asymmetry
and ∆m and φ M are the mass difference and phase in the B d,s −B d,s mixing amplitude.
In terms of C 7L(R) , the ψ and φ L(R) are given by
The phase of B d,s −B d,s mixing is unaffected by new LRSM contributions [8] , and is approximately the same as in the SM, i.e., φ M = 2β and φ M = 0 for B d and B s , respectively, (where −β is the phase of V td in the standard convention). To illustrate the usefulness of P Λ measurements, let's consider a simple case, i.e., α = 0. 
III. COMBINED ANALYSIS

